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1. Jntroduction. 

As the ground of this paper, 
K. Tomonaga: 

THEOREM 

We consider the special one parameter families of hyperspheres in two 

Laguerre spaces Ln and L", which are invariant the hyperspheres V~ + þV~ 
and 17 ~ T pF ~ * respectively. In this rarer we shal1 try to caIcu!ate the 

condition that these famHies of hyperspheres corresrond to each other. 

The differential geometric properties on this 1 aguerre space are studied 

by K. Tomonaga [lJ ; for this purrose we shall study them. 
we begin with the follGwi p.g theorem by 

The necessary and sμfficient ccndition that a hyper

sphere of the form V~+pV^- is fixedbyoμr co“neciion along the curve 

x‘ =xi(t), is 

(1) 

m 
m” -& 、= 0, ;;k • 8V~ 

. ds 
+ dxk 

ds 

Form this theorem , the differential equation of srecial one parameter 

fami1ies of hyperspheres which are considering expressed by (1). 

2. The correspondence of parameter families (1) of 

hyperspheres which is invariant between 1\\0 lagl erre spaces. 

Under the εsS .lmption b V^-jds- const. , we shall . try to calculate the 

condition that these Ïamilies formed by (1) correspc. nd to each other, 
and disCllSS this assumption on 3. 

The differential equation (1) in L" under this aswmption formed by 

d~xλ A μ dxl dxk l dt 브캄=0 
(2) ud;~ + rμiV""k τr7r-+rμ J -1_ -1_-

Taking ds ‘ as metric in l" and correspondence s= s(t), ξ =s(t) for 

common parameter t, since dx~ -= 0 (:\ = 0) [1그， we can obtain the 

*Greek indices take the values 0, 1, ...... , n and Latin 1, ...... , n. 

’ 

‘ 
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following equation 
dxk 

dt 
-r~;vμ ;k )브X[ 

dt 

--1 ~(j 

二--- + ( rE II키↓ i dt ., ~ "J 
(ã’ -α〕

dxk ~ 
dt -+(T없-r~k)효짝 jk! ---:dt 

these, and subtracting r and interchanging 6 , 

we obtain 

냈
 -
따
 

dx l 

dt 
A 't" dx 'i 

-.n.jk 냥t 
A6i dxr 

jk dt (3) 

dxk ~ 
dt -

dxJ 

dt 
n 1: dx (j 

-Ujk' dt B있 d한 + 
satisfied must be this eqation In order that our correspondence may exist, 

where identically, 
Afk =FEj176;k-rLVμa (4) 
B있=rgk-rgk 

to agam (3) is reduced And 

dxk ~ 
dt ~ 

dx' 
dt 

it holds all indices, must be satisfÏ{~d identically for Since this 

8;A와 +8rAii+8; Arj+8;A11+8fA~j+8iA~k 
+8;B1k+8rBfi +8;Bfj +8;B1i +8;Bfj +8rB암 

=8~Ark+81A차 +8fA잠 +8~ Aìi +8~AJj+81A감 
+8fB자 +81B:i+8~B깐 +8~B7Í; +8fB화 +81B감 • 

contracting, it is reduced to and 7: =J=a Putting 

Afjk) +B없= (5) 

and of Aμ where A~jk) is symmetric part 

g;,= 

we have Writting down fully the components of (5) , 
n+2 

- ‘ (8~g;k+8많j) ， í Afjk) + B}l/

! A( jk) +B삽 =0 
(6) 

(3) , it 

B}k from (6) 

7: = 0 on 7: =h;6=h, 
adjusting fcr 7: =m , 

of 6=r=0 ; 6=0, 
case 

ln cases Conversely , 
of 6=1, In is satisfied clear1y. 
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and subsHtuting it in (3), it is satisfied identically. Hence we have the 

following‘ theorem: 

THEOREM On two Lagμerre spaces which form δV" J ds == const. and 

8V /1. J d s = consl., the necessary and sμfficient condition that tμ10 one 

þarameter families 01 hypersþheres fixed V" +값2K G써 lì"+하)λ i% 

L- and l" resþectively are corresþondent, is that it holds (4). 

3. The Laguerre space with forms 8V" Jds=const. 

We have studied in 2 under the assumption 8V" Jds γ const. Now we 

discuss for this assumption. 
Let us put 

(7) 

Writting down fully the components of this, we can get 

dV ‘ ; dxk 
-as- + r;kVl피5- +I

、μV'

dV • . ~ð TTi dxk 
-as-+ rhVl -경5-= co 

Now, since 디k=gil감k [lJ, the second form of (8) is reduced to 

dV' .. , T7 dxk 
(8’] 피;-+I 값Vi피5-=co 〔Vμ =g"μV") . 

Contracting the first of (8) by V i , multiplying (8’) by V. and subtracting 

(8) dxk 

ds =c' , 

these, we have 

dVi 
T7. dV' , ni T7JT7 dxk 

V i 
u

," Vo~걱-+rikVjVt-7「=ctVIiCoVo-
as as . . as . 

Since V.= V. from V" = g싸Vμ ， this is reduced to 

dV" . r_: T7'T7 dνk 

V" 꾀5-+Ij*VIV--π효-，= C" V /1., 

and consequently, 
(9) ds= K 

V 1i 

? 

ôV" ~_. + r~，kVIV"’ ldxk• 

From ds2 =gikdx'dxk, we have 

1 

-

(10) 용Jk= 
ôxi 

ôV" 

+Vμ 
。T7μ

L二，.[’ !.k + 
θx' ““ 

ôVμ \ 
---rLI J VlV’” + I arskVaVbVcVd , . ôx' .... ’ •• ’ 
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Then, Laguerre space which forms 8V^"( ds const. is the space whose 

foundational Riemannian space is expressed by (잉) as its metric tensor. 
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